CONDITION GONE FOUNDED: O.S.B.F. MONUMENT WASHED OUT BY RIVER
FOOTED TREE ARE MADE VISIBLE ON OTHER RACES
FD 25" MAPLE @ POSITION 12" MAPLE 18" MAPLE AT CORNER POSITION G.L.O.
GONE 50" CEDAR 5.20" W. 568FT 18" MAPLE
NOW 25" FACE GROWN OVER 17" FIRM 540° W. 38.9 FT BK. 1 BK 293
NOW 28" FACE PARTIALLY CHOPPED OUT STEERING VISIBLE
18" FIRM 5.30° E. 17.2 FT BK. 1 BK 293

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER FOR WITNESS CORNER.
* 60° Hat Section 5.65° E. 50' ON NLY SHOULDER OF UPPER NEHALEM ROAD.
NEW ACCESSORY;

THIS WITNESS CORNER IS LOCATED 5.30° E. 14.1'
FROM THE M.C. MONUMENT WAS SET N.30° W. 29.4'
FROM THE FACE OF FOUND O.S.B.F. 18" FIRM NOW 28" FIRM 5.30° E. 17.2 FEET. FROM TRUE COR. POSITION

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ON THE EAST BANK OF THE NEHALEM RIVER, 1 60° NLY OF THE UPPER NEHALEM RIVER ROAD.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: AL Dvorak Dan McNutt

DATE: 7-15-85 PHOTO#:

* = County-corner tag affixed.